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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to APSN Katong School



PROGRAMME
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2.00 pm Welcome and Introduction to 
APSN Katong School 

2.15 pm APSN Katong School Programmes

2.45 pm Admission Process for SPED Schools

3.15 pm Virtual School Tour 
Questions & Answers



Established in 1976, as a social service agency                
providing special education
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Mission
• Enabling People with Special Needs to be Active Contributors of Society
• Inspiring and Building Capabilities of Partners in the community
• Leading and Advocating towards an Inclusive Society

Vision
• Empowered Lives for an Engaged Community and Inclusive Society

Values
• Respect, Resilience, Commitment, Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
APSN VMV1962 – part of MINDS1978 – Arthur Road, 1st school received from MOE1979- Opened door to 1st 110 pupils1997 - CFA1980 – Official Opening1981- some students reached 16 yrs of age, APSN opened pre-employment vocational training1991 - La Salle Street2005 – Students made their wish for bigger school to President Nathan2007 – New Upper Changi Rd (Bedok View Primary)
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Students of APSN
 Persons with Mild Intellectual Disability (MID), 

IQ 50 – 70
 Ages: 7 years old to adults

4 SPED schools
 Chaoyang School (Pri)
 Katong School (Pri and Sec)
 Tanglin School (Sec)
 Delta Senior School (post-Sec)

APSN Education Services Ltd.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Established in 1976, Association for Persons with Special Needs (APSN) is a social service agency providing special education for persons with mild intellectual disability (IQ 50-70). Today, APSN operates four Special Education (SPED) Schools (APSN Chaoyang School, APSN Katong School, APSN Tanglin School and APSN Delta Senior School) for students aged 7 to 21, an APSN Student Care Centre for children aged 7 to 18 and an APSN Centre for Adults for persons aged 16 and older, benefiting over 1,200 beneficiaries each year.The APSN Schools and Centre adopt a holistic approach in its curriculum, comprising academic, vocational and social skills, which are important for open employment and lifelong learning. APSN seeks to enable persons with special needs to be active contributors of the society and is committed to inspire and build capabilities of its partners and community to lead and advocate an inclusive society.
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• One of 19 Special Education schools in 
Singapore supported by NCSS and MOE

• Established since 1976 as a primary and 
secondary school within APSN

• Offers programmes for
• Primary (7-12 years old) and
• Secondary (13-16 years old)

KATONG SCHOOL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katong School is the first APSN School
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Secondary 
AM session

Primary 
PM session

School Hours 7. 45 am  to 12.30 pm 12.30 pm  to 5. 15 pm 

Recess 
9.30 am to 10 am 2.15 pm to 2.45 pm

10 am to 10.30 am 2.45 pm to 3.15 pm

No. Students
131 106

237

Staff Strength 83 Teaching Staff, Allied Professionals, 
Trainers/Instructors,  Admin, Support Staff

SCHOOL INFORMATION
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SPED CURRICULUM 
FRAMEWORK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katong School curriculum framework is derived from the MOE-SPED Curriculum Framework. The foundation of the SPED Curriculum is Character and Citizenship Education, also known as CCE. CCE plays a fundamental role in shaping the attitudes and behaviours of our students through the values of Respect, Responsibility, Resilience, Integrity, Care and Harmony. Information & Communication Technology (ICT) serves as an enabler to learning and equipping our students with the necessary knowledge and skills as we gear towards a Smart Nation.  Through the Learning Domains– Social Emotional (SE),  Academic, Daily-Living, Vocational, Physical Education and Sports and The Arts, we aim to achieve the Living, Learning and Working outcomes for our students, so that when they can be individuals who are Active in the Community and Valued in Society. 



CHARACTER AND 
CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION 

AS THE FOUNDATION
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ICT as an enabler 
to:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In CCE, Katong School adopts the STARS R3ICH Values (Respect, Responsibility, Resilience, Integrity, Care and Harmony) and equip our students with the necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes through programmes such as leadership development, national education, moral development and authentic learning. With Singapore heading towards a Smart Nation, key ICT initiatives in school will help to ensure that students are able to access key facilities in the community. For instance, the implementation of the National Digital Literacy Programme (NDLP) is one such initiative to ensure that students are equipped with the necessary digital skills and knowledge to facilitate their learning and development in this digital age. COVID-19 has seen the acceleration of the use of technology especially in areas such as home-based learning (HBL) and skills such as cashless transactions. POSB Smart Buddy is one such initiative to provide the platform for cashless transactions as well to impart key financial literacy knowledge and skills, such as savings, managing and responsible use personal expenses etc. 
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PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH

Universal Design for Learning 
(UDL)

Remove barriers to learning

Gradual Release of 
Responsibility 

(GRR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Katong School, teacher’s professional development plays a key role in ensuring our teachers are equipped with the necessary knowledge and skills to meet your child’s learning needs. The Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a key framework adopted by the school in lesson planning. The key element of UDL is in understanding and identifying key barriers to learning, and using the three guidelines of Engagement, Representation and Action & Expression to remove these barriers for optimal access to learning. In short, UDL is something that we can see in our everyday life as Singapore embraces inclusivity. For example, the installation of lifts/ramps at overhead bridges are a way to remove barriers to allow individuals on wheelchairs and mothers with strollers to be able to access the overhead bridges. Similarly, in the classroom our students may have various barriers which UDL can help to overcome, and these can also be implemented in your own home when you are supporting your child’s learning. Through teaching and learning, students are closely guided and supported through the Gradual Release of Responsibility (GRR) approach. GRR approach starts off with teachers leading the outcomes of the lessons, followed by guided support, before eventually progressing to independent practice. The GRR approach ensures students are given necessary scaffolding and also helps to identify areas that students’ might need more support with. This is also something you can try out at home with your child in simple chores such as mopping by first role modelling how it is done to progressing to doing it together, before letting your child complete the task independently. 
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LEARNING DOMAINS

Vocational 
Education

Work Ready, 
Active Contributors

Social 
Emotional

Socially Competent 
Self-Regulators

Adapted PE 
and CCA

Healthy and Active Lifestyle 
with Resilience

Arts Community Inclusion 
Through the Talents

Daily Living Independent Living 
with Quality of Life

Functional 
Academics

Towards Living, Learning 
and Working Outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, we aim to achieve the SPED student outcomes of Living Learning and Working through the six learning domains. Functional academics covers the three areas of functional language and communications, functional numeracy and science. It is important to note that we place a key focus on the term functional as we want to ensure knowledge and skills taught and learnt are applicable in the community. In the area of literacy, students progress from functional key skills of reading, listening, speaking and writing. In functional numeracy, students are equipped with necessary skills in the areas of counting and computation, measurement, budgeting and scheduling. Functional Science adopts the Inquiry based approach to promote exploration and creativity.Daily Living skills are essential in equipping students with independent living with quality of life outcomes. For students to be active in community and valued in society, they have to be equipped with the necessary daily living skills in areas such as health, leisure, home living, self-care and community living and mobility. Adapted PE and CCA provides the avenue for students to adopt a healthy and active lifestyle, which focusing on a key value of resilience. Adapted PE and CCA also provides the platform to showcase students’ talents, and the opportunities to engage in inclusive competitions. As students progress through the secondary years, adapted PE will also play a key role in helping to build their strength and stamina required for vocational education and post-secondary vocational training. The Arts is another avenue for community inclusion through the talents. In the areas of visual arts and performing arts, students have the opportunity to not only learn the various types and forms of art and dance, but to showcase their talents. Students art works are not only put up throughout the schools, but even given to as token of appreciation to guests during key events. The Arts have seen our student given the opportunity to participate in national level events such as National Day design competitions and SYF performances with mainstream schools.For learning to take place, one fundamental aspect that is crucial is the ability for our students to self-regulate. In social emotional lessons, students are not only taught how to be socially competent self-regulators, but have the opportunities to apply their learning in activities such as social competence outings. Self-regulation is also a key aspect that determines your child’s ability to access community facilities and preparation for vocational education. Through the Individual Education Plan (IEP) and Individualized Transition Plan (ITP), your child’s Form Teacher will work closely with you in ensuring your child will be equipped with key strategies to help him/her be competent self-regulators both at home and in the community.Vocational Education pieces all the key learning domains together to ensure your child is work ready and eventually be able to be active contributors to Singapore. In Katong School, students cover the four key areas of Food and Beverage, Hospitality, Retail and Horticulture. These four areas will not only introduce the various vocational tracks, but help your child to discover his/her strengths as they prepare to transit to post-secondary education after secondary four. Vocational education connects the various learning domains and enables students to contextualize their learning in the authentic environment. For example, making a cup of milo will require your child to be able to read the instructions, follow measurement units, stir the milo powder consistently, and be self-regulated to follow through the tasks.Respective Heads of Departments will guide you through their respective learning domains in more details in the next few slides.



Collaboration in Projects
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FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS
Avid Reader, Confident Communicator & Expressive Writer

Integrated 
Learning 
Journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Ravin, HOD EL & ICT. The literacy department focuses on the four building blocks of Reading, Listening, Speaking and Writing to help students to be Avid Readers, Confident Communicators and Expressive Writers. At the primary level, Reading Mastery helps pupils in phonics which includes letter recognition, letter sounds and decoding strategies. This is crucial in equipping them to be readers. Reading Mastery is supported by the Shared Book Approach (SBA), which aims to not only promote reading, but to help develop students comprehension skills. Shared Book Approach engages students by tapping on their experiences, creativity and imagination as they explore various readers that enhances their vocabulary and improves their reading and listening comprehension. As students transit to secondary level, they are exposed to functional texts such as menus, instructional manual, posters, community signs that is key as they access community facilities. The functional texts will also guide students in preparation for the Workplace Literacy and Numeracy (WPLN) assessments in secondary four. In working towards being confident communicators, students have lessons on Oral Expression where they practise key communication strategies such as self-introduction, picture description, conversational and functional topics such as interacting with guests/customers, handling complaints etc. Functional literacy is also further reinforced through Integrated Learning Journeys which provide the opportunity for students to contextualize their learning. You can play a key role in your child’s development and learning by reading with them at home or even at the library. This will not only enhance their literacy skills but provide a great parent-child bonding activity. 
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FUNCTIONAL NUMERACY
Problem Solver and Logical Thinker who can make

Meaningful Connections in the daily experiences 

Authentic 
Learning 

Experiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Mdm Choo, HOD Maths and Science. The school focuses in building a strong foundation in the mathematical concepts that are functional for  our students, mainly in the 4 domains – C&C, Measurement, Budgeting & Scheduling. We guide our students in the acquisition of mathematical concepts and skills through activity-based lessons using the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (C-P-A) approach. To promote and engage students to apply their reasoning in a fun and inviting environment, games, story books, songs, authentic learning experiences with use of ICT tools are embedded into the CPA approach.  Lessons are structured and  the 3 step model (I Do, We Do and You Do) help build confidence and foster interest towards learning. 
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FUNCTIONAL SCIENCE
Explorer with Flexibility to Respond to 

and Understand the environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inquiry-based Learning (IBL) Approach is used for Science teaching.  Instead of the teacher telling students what they need to know, students are encouraged to explore, discuss, participate in hands-on activities and ask questions.  By asking questions and searching for answers/solutions, students take an active role in their own learning, develop skills like observation, communication and classification  which will help them understand the world around them.  On-going review of curriculum in consultation of an external professional in this area is also conducted to promote functionality and relevancy of content taught to our students.
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ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
AND CCA

Healthy and Active Lifestyle with Resilience

Psychomotor and Multi-sensory Experiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Sam and I will now bring you through the PE and CCA curriculum in Katong School.Psychomotor skills are the basic skills for anyone to move around on a daily basis, and also the building blocks from which sport-related skills are developed.So in Katong School, we provide students with a variety of experience and opportunity to practice stability skills, basic movement skills and object control skills.



10-week swimming 
programme for all 

Secondary students
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Water Carnival 
post lesson activity

Swimming Programme

ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
AND CCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the secondary level, the PE curriculum seeks to develop students physically with a love for sports. This is where modified games and sports are introduced. We believe that our students learn best in authentic settings. So, at certain time across the academic year, we bring students to the actual sports facilities to teach sport-related skills.



SPORTS
 Swimming *
 Athletics *
 Bocce 

ARTS
 Artiste Inc
 Art and Craft 

CCA (PRIMARY)

* Also at Secondary level

CLUB
 Eco Club
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pri CCAThe CCA programme comprises 4 main categories; sports, arts, clubs and uniform group. The purpose is to help all students develop a foundation for an active life.



SPORTS
 Swimming *
 Athletics *
 Soccer 
 Bowling

ARTS
Circus Arts 
Dance 
Choir
KS Arts Biz 

UNIFORMED GROUP
Scouts

CCA (SECONDARY)

* Also at Primary level

CLUB
Digital Art and 
Photography 
Robotics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And these are the CCAs in Secondary level. *pause*I will now pass the time to the next HOD, Mrs Kalai. Thank you.
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PERFORMING ARTS
Community Inclusion Through the Talents

Community-based 
Performances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KS Performing arts programme nurtures the students’ interest in many expressive ways, such as through dance, drama and music.This year we have introduced dances such as Kpop, Street jazz dance and creative movement. You can see from the photos how our Angklung and Indian dance performers have developed into talented students who have performed with confidence and precision, participating with the public at external community events 



Inclusion through Talents
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VISUAL ARTS
Community Inclusion Through the Talents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The President’s Office and Pine Gardens partnered with APSN Katong School to feature the artwork of the students on the packaging of the Istana Cookies. Their designs were also made into badges that came with each packet of Istana Cookies. On  23 Feb, 4 students participated in an art workshop for this year NDP Funpack Design. Our Visual art students collaborated with others in the community through art making and appreciation of art. Special Education Branch Arts Team will be introducing Visual Arts Learning Standards later this year to Katong school. We will be also upgrading the Art room to include an art gallery to display our students’ artwork such as Batik painting, Chinese brush painting ,Acrylic Painting and Ceramic  Art.
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
Socially Competent Self Regulators

Explicit Teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Sarah, Transition Planning Co-ordinator. Socio- Emotional Learning (SEL) refers to the soft skills that are essential for students’ personal and social well-being beyond school.    SEL aims to increase our students' capacity to learn, give them the tools to navigate current and future real-world contexts and challenges, aspire them towards personal and professional achievements, enable them to experience personal satisfaction and contribute to the society.These skills will help the students to:Develop healthy identities.Recognise and manage their own emotions.Develop a sense of responsibility, care and concern for others.Relate to others and develop positive relationships.Handle challenges.Make responsible decisions and act for the good of self, others and the society.SEL follows the 5 interconnected competencies:Self-awarenessSelf-managementSocial awarenessRelationship ManagementResponsible Decision MakingSEL is taught in a caring, supportive and safe school environment.Students’ school experiences will be enriched through: A positive relationship with their teachers and peers;Learning and practising their social skills; andThe support of parents to reinforce the social-emotional competencies at home. 
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DAILY LIVING
Independent Living with Quality of Life

Experiential Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Ben and will now take you through Daily Living skills and Vocational Education domains where Living readiness will lead to Work Readiness.For Daily Living we have 5 components, Self Care, Home Living , Health, Leisure and Community Living and Mobility, through explicit teaching of key skills from this curriculum students will learn to care for themselves and their well being, like making a bed, preparing a meal, looking after their simple healthcare needs, be independent at home and in the community, like independent travelling skills, able access community resources/facilities and to choose leisure activities they enjoy. We have refurbished our hospitality suite to enhance teaching during daily living skills using items like a washing machine/dryer, hanging clothes, ironing and vacuuming.



Ergonomics (Sec 1) 
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Retail Operations (Sec 4)

Horticulture (Sec 2)

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Work-ready Active Contributors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VED curriculum has 2 components, Food & Beverage Services (F&B) and Hard Skills, which has a different focus in each year. HS Sec 1 – Basic Ergonomics and Janitorial HS Sec 2 – Horticulture HS Sec 3 – HospitalityHS Sec4 – Retail operation 



Food & Beverage
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Work-ready Active Contributors

Hospitality (Sec 3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In F&B they will learn the following skills,Sec 1 – Basic Food Hygiene and Interact with CustomerSec 2 – Prepare Batter CakeSec 3 – Prepare and Cut Fruits and Vegetable and Prepare Coffee and TeaSec 4  - Food Safety Course Level 1 (WSQ Food Safety and Hygiene Level 1)
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WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME (WEP)

Work Exposure Programme (Sec 1)

Students visit work sites to get 
familiar with the concept of work

Examples
 DHL
 Airport
 Orchid 

Laundry
 Emergency 

Services

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key programme is Work Experience Programme(WEP).This has 2 component : Work Exposure @ Sec 1 where we teach them about the concept of work, organise learning trips to our corporate partner’s worksites to expose them to the different industry and working environment.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME (WEP)

Work Attachment Programme (Sec 4)

Students are attached to 
companies to perform actual work 
and interact with employees

Examples
 Istana
 LiHo
 Greenology
 Da Vinci Group
 National Library Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other component of WEP is for the Sec 4 students.Job coaches will bring students out for work experience with employer partners(like LiHo, Greenology,Ikea, Istana) to provide an authentic learning experience for the students. They will learn independent travelling, communicating with co-workers, asking supervisor questions if they are unsure of the task assigned to them. This WEP will assist them to be more confident when the progress to the senior school to carry out on-the-job training and to be able to have a sustained employment and a better quality of life.I will now pass the time to my colleague, Mr Raimond. Thank you.
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ALLIED PROFESSIONALS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Allied Professionals (AP) - Psychologist, Occupational Therapist, Social Workers, and Speech Language Therapist and the scope of their work in collaborating with teaching staff and parents to work towards student-centred goalsThe main role of APs is to enable students to access teaching and learning and to enhance student outcomes through strong collaboration with teachers, teacher aides, parents, and external agency. Psychologists focus on emotional and behavior management. Occupational Therapists focus on Sensory Integration and Regulation and Motor and Process Skills. Social Workers focus on Personal Safety and Psychosocial Issues. Speech and Language Therapist focus on Articulation and Social Communication.
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Curriculum Based Programme
Ergonomics
Sensory play
Fine motor skills 
Modified PE (Primary)
Daily living skills

Group/ Level Programme
Work readiness 
Play skills
Buddy-In 
Transition 
Healthy Safe Relationships

Individual Therapy
Pull out session
30-45 mins per session

INTERVENTION

ALLIED PROFESSIONALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
APs use tiered intervention approach. Tier 1 is a broad-based such as a Curriculum Based Programme like assembly talks for the whole school. Tier 2 is Group/ Level / cohort-based programme for smaller groups of students, such as work readiness, play skills, Buddy-In, Transition, and Healthy Safe Relationships. Tier 3 is Individual Therapy. A pull-out one-to-one session that is customised and intensive. It is usually conducted in the therapy rooms.
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MOE-NCSS INNOVATION 
COMMENDATION AWARDA SENSORY EXPERIENCE

FOR STUDENTS IN KATONG SCHOOL

Sensory Regulation Sessions
• In OT room daily for 15 to 30 mins 
• Non-structured for students to 

regulate themselves by seeking or 
avoiding specific sensory input

• Choice of a range of vestibular, 
proprioceptive, tactile, auditory 
and visual activities

Sensory Breaks
• 5-10 mins of breaks in between lessons
• Planned sensory-motor activities based 

on Sensory Profile Assessment
• Provided students with meaningful and 

structured rest time 
• Helped in smooth transitionSensory Play Lessons

• 1 hour every week in classroom or outdoor
• Structured activities designed for regulation
• Differentiated lesson plans for diverse learners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, the Sensory Play programme received the MOE-NCSS Innovation Commendation) Award. It’s a collaborative effort between teachers and APs in KS to help the students to stay regulated. Daily in the OT room, students have 15 to 30 mins of choice of sensory activities to regulate themselves by seeking or avoiding specific sensory input. Every week, there will be an hour of structured sensory play in the classrooms or outdoors with differentiated lessons to meet the diverse needs of our learners.In between lessons, students can have 5-10 mins of sensory breaks based on their sensory profile assessment to help them transit smoothly into the next lesson



Start Right: Learning and Growing in School

• https://www.facebook.com/6788957003/posts/1016
0686428497004/?vh=e&d=n
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https://www.facebook.com/6788957003/posts/10160686428497004/?vh=e&d=n


ADMISSION PROCESS FOR 
SPED SCHOOLS

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Holden will now share with you the Admission process.
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Katong School Tour Video

https://vimeo.com/508665125

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s enjoy a virtual tour of Katong School led by Alicia to see our students, school programmes and facilities.

https://vimeo.com/508665125
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